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• What is an Electronic Voting Machine?
• About: EVM is a device used to record votes electronically. They were first used 

in the Paravur Assembly Constituency of Kerala in the year 1982.
• Since 1998, the Election Commission has increasingly used EMVs instead 

of ballot boxes.
• In 2003, all state elections and by-elections were held using EVMs.

• Encouraged by this, in 2004, the Commission took a historic decision 
to use only EVMs for the Lok Sabha elections.



An EVM being used by ECI can 
record a maximum of 2,000 votes.

They do not require electricity. They 
run on an ordinary battery 

assembled by

Bharat Electronics 
Limited/Electronics Corporation of 

India Limited.

The microchip used in EVMs is 
a one-time programmable/masked 
chip, which can neither be read nor 
overwritten.
• Furthermore, the EVMs are stand-alone 

machines and there is no operating 
system used in these machines.



• Benefits:
•  Accuracy: 
• EVMs eliminate the occurrence of 'Invalid Votes' seen frequently with 

paper ballots, ensuring a more accurate reflection of voter choice and 
reducing complaints and legal disputes. 
• Efficiency: 
• EVMs streamline the voting process, making it faster and more 

efficient. They eliminate the need for manual counting, reducing the 
time required to declare election results.



• Transparency:
• EVMs enhance transparency in the electoral process by providing 

a clear and verifiable record of votes cast. With features like VVPAT, 
voters can verify that their votes are recorded accurately.

• Cost-effectiveness:
• EVMs offer cost savings in terms of paper, printing, transportation, 

and storage, as they eliminate the need for millions of printed ballot 
papers for each election cycle.



Lack of Transparency: Some critics argue that the inner workings of EVMs are 
not sufficiently transparent, leading to doubts about the accuracy and fairness 
of the voting process.

Reliability: Questions have been raised about the reliability of EVMs, including 
the possibility of technical malfunctions or errors that could affect the 
outcome of an election.

Trust Issues: Despite security measures, there is still a lack of trust among 
some political parties and voters regarding the reliability and authenticity of 
EVMs, leading to calls for additional safeguards or alternative voting methods.



• Functionality:
• When a vote is cast, a slip is printed containing the serial 

number, name and symbol of the candidate and remains 
exposed through a transparent window for 7 seconds.
• Thereafter, the printed slip automatically gets cut and falls in the 

sealed drop box of the VVPAT.
• The machines can be accessed by polling officers only.

•









• Consider the following statements: (2017)
1.The Election Commission of India is a five-member body.
2.The Union Ministry of Home Affairs decides the election schedule for the 

conduct of both general elections and bye-elections.
3.Election Commission resolves the disputes relating to splits/mergers of 

recognised political parties.
• Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
• (a) 1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only
(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 3 only











India’s Indigenous Move:

The world's first thorium-based nuclear plant, "Bhavni," using 
Uranium-233, is being set up at Kalpakkam in Tamil Nadu.

This plant will be entirely indigenous and will be the first of its kind. 
The experimental thorium plant "Kamini" already exists in Kalpakkam.
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Tropical Cyclones Need 
New Category



• Recently, a study has been published in the journal Proceedings of 
National Academy of Sciences, where researchers have claimed that 
wind speed during a hurricane can cross 309 km/hour and 
therefore wind scale must add a Category 6.
•



What are the Key Highlights of the Study?

• There are concerns about the adequacy of the Saffir-Simpson 
(SS) Hurricane Wind Scale, which has been used for over 50 
years to communicate hurricane risk based solely on wind speed.
• There are five categories on the SS hurricane wind scale —

category 1 to category 5 — with category 5 wind 
speed exceeding 252 km/hour.
• The combined effects of wind, storm surge, and rainfall in a 

category 5 impact would completely raze any structure.

Reconsideration of Saffir-Simpson (SS) Scale:



• The open-ended Category 5 may no longer be sufficient to 
communicate the increasing risk of hurricane damage in a 
warming climate



Introduction of Hypothetical Category 6:

Due to Global Warming, there is now a need to define a category 6 cyclone. 

The warming can be observed not only at the sea surface, but also in the 
depths of the ocean, which increases the heat content of the ocean and thus 
favours the intensification of tropical cyclones.



• To address the limitations of the 
existing scale the introduction of 
a hypothetical Category 6 to the 
Saffir-Simpson Wind Scale 
is proposed with the wind speed 
above 309 km/hour.

•



Impact of Global Warming on Hurricane Intensification:

Increased greenhouse gas emissions have caused the Earth to warm by about 
1.10 degrees Celsius since pre-industrial times and caused more intense 
tropical cyclones in the oceans. 

For every degree of warming, the strongest cyclones are getting 12% stronger, 
making them 40% more destructive.



• As the oceans warm, cyclones also strengthen faster and spend more 
lifetime over the oceans.
• In 2023, tropical cyclone Freddy spent 37 days over the oceans, making it the 

longest-lived cyclones ever recorded.

•



• Implications for Risk Messaging:
• The findings underscore the importance of revising risk 

messaging to better inform the public about the increased risk 
of major hurricanes due to global warming.
• SS Scale does not address issues related to inland 

flooding and storm surge, which are also critical components of 
hurricane risk.



• Once a tropical cyclone reaches 
maximum sustained winds of 119 
km/hour or higher, it is then 
classified as a hurricane, typhoon, 
or tropical cyclone, depending upon 
where the storm originates in the 
world.
• In the North Atlantic, central 

North Pacific, and eastern North 
Pacific, the term hurricane is 
used.

•



The Western Pacific basin is 
the most active region for 

tropical cyclones and accounts 
for about a third of the 

world’s tropical cyclones.

The North Indian basin 
accounts for only about 4% of 
the global total, although it is 
one of the most vulnerable 
regions in the world to the 

effects of such cyclones









Space science and 
Technology Awareness 
Training (START) 2024



Recently, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) announced an active space science 
programme, the Space Science and Technology Awareness Training (START), 2024. 

START is an introductory-level online training in space science and technology. 

The undergraduate (UG) and postgraduate (PG) students of physical sciences (Physics and 
Chemistry) and technology (e.g. Electronics, Computer Science, Mechanical,) studying in 
various educational institutes within India will be eligible to be considered for the training. 

The main objective of the training programme is to attract youngsters to the fields of space 
science and technology.





Artificial Sun Produced Heat of 100 
Million Celsius for a Record Period



• South Korean scientists have been able to produce heat of 100 million 
Celsius for a record period of 48 seconds through Artificial Sun.
• About
• The Korea Institute of Fusion Energy’s (KFE) Korea Superconducting Tokamak 

Advanced Research (KSTAR) fusion reactor reached temperatures seven 
times that of the Sun’s core.
• The temperature of the core of the Sun is 15 million degrees Celsius.
•



Artificial Sun

It is a nuclear fusion reactor facility, and it is called an “artificial sun” because 
it mimics the nuclear fusion reaction that powers the real sun – which uses 
hydrogen and deuterium gases as fuel.

Scientists generally use a donut-shaped reactor called a tokamak in which 
hydrogen variants are heated to extraordinarily high temperatures to create a 
plasma





Atomic Clock



• Recently, India is willing to join an exclusive group of four other countries —
the US, the UK, Japan, and South Korea — to have their own atomic clocks.
• About the Atomic Clock
• It is a type of clock that uses the vibrations of atoms to measure time 

with extraordinary precision.
• They are the most accurate timekeeping devices in the world, with the 

ability to measure billionths of a second.



• Working:
• Most modern clocks keep time using a quartz crystal oscillator.
• These devices take advantage of the fact that quartz crystals vibrate at a 

precise frequency when voltage is applied to them.
• However, by space navigation standards, quartz crystal clocks aren’t very 

stable.
• After only an hour, even the best-performing quartz oscillators can be off by 

a nanosecond (one billionth of a second), and after six weeks, they may be 
off by a full millisecond.



• Atomic clocks combine a quartz crystal oscillator with an ensemble of 
atoms to achieve greater stability.
• NASA’s Deep Space Atomic Clock will be off by less than a nanosecond after 

four days and less than a microsecond (one millionth of a second) after 10 
years.



Atomic Clocks in Space Navigation

To determine a spacecraft’s distance from Earth, navigators 
send a signal to the spacecraft, which then returns it to 
Earth.

The time the signal requires to make that two-way journey 
reveals the spacecraft’s distance from Earth, because the 
signal travels at a known speed (the speed of light).



• Atomic Clocks in India:
• India’s NAVIC satellite navigation system works on Indian atomic clocks.
• ISRO and the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) have signed 

an MoU under which the latter will help authenticate precise timings for the 
space agency, and also end its dependence on the US-built GPS.



PM-SUMAN Scheme



PM-SUMAN – Prime Minister Surakshit Matritva 
Aashwasan (SUMAN) - ‘An Initiative for Zero 
Preventable Maternal and Newborn Deaths’.

It is a maternity benefit program that provides 
affordable healthcare services to pregnant women 
and newborns.



Launched by - Ministry of Union Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) in 
2019.

Eligibility

• Pregnant women – Pregnant women from all categories, including APL and BPL, are 
eligible to get the benefits.

• Newborns – Newborns aged 0 to 6 months old will be able to avail the benefits of this 
scheme.

• Lactating mothers - After delivery, lactating mothers up to 6 months from delivery are 
also eligible for this scheme.



ObjectivesThis scheme offers zero expenses and access to detection 
and management of complications during and after pregnancy.

Pregnant women can avail a zero-expense delivery and C-section 
facility at public health facilities.

It ensures zero-tolerance for denial of services to children and 
pregnant women.



Fun fact 







Thank you 
guys.


